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GROUP A: L -SHAPE OPTION 1  
 

1. Long travel time across building (1) 

2. Like Commons at intersection between lower school and middle school (3) 
3. Can the Media Center be the existing Media Center building? (1) 

4. Like preserving the Auditorium and Reed Gymnasium (5) 

5. Very spread out plan, is this energy efficient? (1) 
6. Not sensitive to historic Smith Building (1) 

7. Building footprint eats up space for playing field (1)  

8. Like preserving the Smith Gymnasium (8) 
9. This has the potential to define the ballfield better than the other options (1) 

10. Retains existing Kindergarten classrooms (1) 

11. Like large courtyards between the Hubs (1) 

12. Why is PreK being moved from Hartwell? (1) 
13. The PreK pick-up and drop-off is critical to get correct (1) 

14. Maintains a strong connection to the ballfield (1) 

15. Perhaps combine elements of Option A1 and Option A2 for an improved option (1) 
16. Like separate entrances for K-4 and middle school (1) 

17. Need to convey why the existing building cannot be renovated to create this option (1) 

18. This option allows historic campus to be born again and saves buildings of merit (1) 
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GROUP A: L -SHAPE OPTION 2  
 

1. Like preserving the Auditorium (1) 

2. Feels too gymnasium centric - smart to locate the two gymnasiums together (2) 

3. Is this option energy efficient? (1) 
4. This option is too spread out, travel distance is too far (1) 

5. Do we lose a playing field with this option? Cost is a major concern, many 

young families did not vote for the new school with State funding (1) 

6. Is a more compact footprint more energy efficient? (1) 
7. Every option states three entries, but every plan only indicates two entries (1) 

8. Why a new theater? (2) 

9. Preserves the Smith Gymnasium (1) 
10. PreK should not move to the K-8 school (1) 

11. Like the outdoor space around the Hubs (1) 

12. Can the second floor classrooms look down onto a green roof? (1) 
13. This scheme has potential in that it respects the ballfield and offers the 

educational goal of creating Hubs (1) 
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GROUP B:  NORTH OPTION 1  
 

1. Can this option be combined with Option A1 to relate better to the 

ballfield? (1) 

2. Like the consolidated floor plan (1) 
3. How does the second story work? (1) 

4. Like saving the Auditorium and Reed Gymnasium (1) 

5. Looks like a cell block (1) 

6. Does not relate to the ballfield that well (1) 
7. Question the success of the internal courtyards (1) 

8. This design does not meet the campus goals (1) 

9. Like this option as it allows for more playing fields (1) 
10. “Freight train” configuration (1) 

11. Why isn’t the 1994 Library retained in any option? (1) 
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GROUP B:  NORTH OPTION 2  
 

1. Make sure PreK has its own entry, by primary Gymnasium (1) 

2. Like the clear separation of the public use spaces from the academic 

spaces (1) 
3. The Commons is too far from the K-4 students (1) 

4. There is not as much identity to the Hubs as in other options, they are 

more of a hallway (1) 

5. The theater (Auditorium) is way too small (1) 
6. Where is the Auditorium? (2) 

7. Why do we need all new construction? This is the worst layout (1) 

8. Like the consolidated footprint for more playing fields and better 
energy efficiency (2) 
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GROUP C: WEST OPTION 1  
 

1. Where is the second Gymnasium? (1) 

2. Could be very congested from pick-up and drop-off, as everything is 

happening in generally the same location (1) 
3. School is too far from the Auditorium (1) 

4. Why is the Auditorium so far from the school, the long corridor 

obstructs views to the woods (1) 

5. This seems like a huge connecting corridor (2) 
6. Too many clusters, loses the playing field (1) 

7. This design facilitates the blending of ages (students), best for creating 

a school wide community (1) 
8. Worst design, too close to the Hanscom design (1) 

9. Better sense of Hub clusters in this design, but not as much of a 

relationship to the campus  (1) 
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GROUP C: WEST OPTION 2  
 

1. Looks like the playfield will be lost with this option (1) 

2. Overall identity in the context of the “campus” is lacking (1) 

3. Too broken up and most likely expensive to build (1) 
4. Seems like a lot of exterior wall surface and heat loss (1) 

5. My favorite option from the standpoint of architectural interest (1) 

6. Second too worst design, not looking for architectural feats, but rather 

supporting educational goals  (1) 
7. Too far from the Auditorium (1) 

8. What do the teachers think of this option? (2) 

9. What is the benefit of being so far from the Auditorium? (1) 
10. Can we get tiered options with respect to cost? (1) 

 

 


